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West Cork

Ian Bailey A journalist from England, living near Schull, who became a suspect unusually

early in the investigation.

Jules Thomas A Welsh artist, Ian Bailey's partner. They lived together in Lissacaha at the

time of the murder. Her daughters, in order of age, are Saffron, Virginia (Ginny) and Fenella.

Fenella has stated she thought Bailey and Thomas left the house together in the Fiesta, en

route to Goleen, perhaps leaving at 9am or 10am. (Jules Thomas puts this trip to Goleen

down for 24 December, Christmas Eve.)

Marie Farrell was a local shopkeeper who has made numerous contradictory statements

under oath at various times since 1996. Farrell is the real name of "Fiona" who phoned

police from a call box to tell them she had seen a man behaving oddly at 3am on (possibly)

23 December 1996, but the DPP report thinks this happened 24 hours earlier on the

Saturday night, or 3am Sunday 22nd. According to Michael Sheridan, Marie Farrell even lied

about the amount she received for an interview she gave to his paper, the Star on Sunday.

Sheridan had posted a cheque to her for £1,500 yet she claimed in open court that it was

only £150 and that she had donated it to a local football club.

Chirs Farrell, husband of Marie. The police investigated a claim the he "beat up" a

neighbour, Mr C, around 01:30 on 13 April 1997 because he had found Mr C in the street

and believed he was responsible for taking underwear from the Farrells' washing line. No

charges were brought, despite Mr C needing hospital treatment. [Michael Sheridan]

Mr C, a man reported by Marie Farrell to be stealing underwear prior to his 13 April 1997

assault. The Garda tapes suggest that one or more police officers colluded with the Farrells

in this case. In January 1997, Mr C was one of the men questioned in relation to his

whereabouts on the night of the murder.

Geraldine O'Brien, shop assistant working for Marie Farrell.

Shirley Foster was a near neighbour of Sophie's and found her body around 10am, 23

December 1996.

Alfie Lyons lived with Shirley Foster and called the police to notify them of the murder.

Josephine Hellen Lived local to Sophie and was her housekeeper.

Finbar Hellen Josephine's husband assisted Josephine and knew Sophie well.

John Hellen The son of Josephine and Finbar.

Tom Brosnan ran a local Spar supermarket in Schull.
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Brendan Houlihan, a newsagent in Skibbereen.

Billy O'Sullivan ran O'Sullivan's pub in Crookhaven with his wife, Angela. They had a son,

Dermot.

Yvonne Ungerer, a friend living near Three Castle Head, a local beauty spot. Married to

Tomi, a Frenchman.

Peter Julian Bielecki, a local sculptor and former friend of Ian Bailey. He looked after Jules

and the girls when Jules was assaulted by Bailey in May 1996. He is still visibly upset when

talking about those events. He appears as Julian in Murder at the Cottage and Peter on the

Netflix documentary. Bielecki did not make his police statement about the assault on Jules

Thomas until 25 May 2000, after his partner Ceri Williams had made a similar statement on

17 May 2000.

Ceri Williams, then partner of Bielecki, who confirmed a statement Bielecki made to police

about Ian Bailey trying to strangle his former wife in England. She also states she saw

Sophie shopping in Schull on the afternoon of 21 December, and she also saw Ian Bailey

opposite Sophie at this time. There is no suggestion that Bailey and Sophie were together in

the town.

Sarah Limbrick, Ian Bailey's former wife in England, who suggested he was violent towards

furniture and attempted to strangle her, an action that she report to Avon police. [Michael

Sheridan]

Colette Gallagher, a guest in the Bailey/Thomas home in 1993. Ian Bailey had suggested

she and her male musician friend stay the night together in the Studio house. The two

guests were not attached and Colette did not want to share a bed, so the male friend

remained in the cottage with Bailey. Later that night, Bailey snuck into bed with Colette and

Jules Thomas found them together. Colette was disgusted and left the property to return to

her friend in the main cottage.

Bill Fuller, a former friend of Bailey's who became suspicious and turned against him. There

has been a beef between the two men ever since, resulting in a formal complaint by Bailey

to the police that ended up in court, and another during Bailey's libel trial in 2003. He is an

utterly unreliable witness. The DPP report recounts an episode on 20 February 1997, when

Bill, his wife Kerri and their young child were investigating the murder down near Kealfadda

bridge. They see a man they suppose to be Ian Bailey and run from the scene, screaming in

terror. The man later turned out to be a local farmer. This episode shows the suggestibility of

the Fullers and also the hysteria present in the community in the weeks after the murder. Bill

Fuller states that he saw Jules Thomas in her Fiesta around Kealfadda Bridge around 11am

on 23 December 1996.



James Camier, a Goleen shopkeeper who is said to have learned of the murder directly

from Jules Thomas around 11am on 23rd December. Jules Thomas denies leaving her

house that morning, and believes she saw Camier on 24th December.

Brian Jackson, husband of Ursula. The Jacksons believe they saw a bonfire at the Bailey

Studio house on 26 December 1996. They claim to have seen Bailey himself tending the fire

in the back of the property.

Louise Kennedy also claims to have witnessed a bonfire on 26 December 1996. Her

statement stands out because she could not have known Bailey was a suspect when she

saw the fire on 26th, if it was 26th. She must have superimposed her suspicions much later

on.

Leo and Sally Bolger were early suspects. Leo was in trouble with the police for growing

weed. They were looking for property in the area and someone suggested they were

annoyed that Sophie hardly used her house. Sally ran a horse business and they had horses

on land adjoining Sophie's cottage. They visited to feed the horses on the day the body was

discovered. If they killed Sophie to gain possession of the house and its acres of land, they

must have been sorely disappointed because Sophie's son has kept the house as a shrine

ever since. Leo was sufficiently concerned about the police dealing with him that he spoke to

a solicitor in case he was arrested and charged.

Richard Leftwick gave the statement about the "garlic" which some sources say was drugs.

Leftwick was a gardener and he had an appointment with Ian Bailey 23 December 1996.

Richard puts this call at between 12 midday and 14:00 but Caroline, his wife, said it was

between 11:30 and 12:30.

Caroline Leftwick spoke to an excited Ian Bailey on 23 December 1996 and he told her

about the murder. He cancelled an appointment he had with her before 2pm.

Bill Hogan, a US-born cheesemaker and one of the few in west Cork who knew Sophie well.

Toma McCullim, a blow-in famous for being one of the few local "lesbian feminists" in 1996.

Ritchie Shelly, husband of Rosie. The couple were not well-known to Ian Bailey and Jules

Thomas but found themselves at their Prarie cottage on New Year's Eve 1998, over two

years after the murder. They left early after becoming suspicious and worried about Bailey,

whom they claim confessed to Ritchie.

Irene Amanda Reed, mother of Malachi Reed, who claims Ian Bailey confessed during a

car ride given by Bailey, a common generosity the locals gave to each other in an area with

poor public transport links.

Diane Martin, a local psychic, who changed her story from the libel trial (when under oath)

for the recent Netflix documentary. In court she said Ian Bailey walked away when she

confronted him about the murder. In the documentary she states that he spoke instead,

saying "I did not mean to drag all of you into this."



Breda O’Reilly Motorist flagged down by Bill Fuller and family on the day they mistook a

local farmer for Ian Bailey. Fuller and his wife were in a state of near hysteria and begged for

assistance.

Martin Graham (now deceased), a former member of the British Army who had fallen on

hard times by 1996/7. He approached the police after encountering Ian Bailey, shortly after

Ian Bailey was released following his arrest in 1997. Graham agreed to help the police

entrap Bailey and became embroiled in a terrifying mini-drama all of his own that eventually

led to him hiding in England as a result of his own paranoia.

Linda Morgan, owned the Schull Golf Club with her husband. Denied allegations by Marie

Farrell that Farrell reported an inappropriate incident at the club involving police.

Bernie O'Shea worked at the Schull Golf Club restaurant and employed Marie Farrell from

1997.

Bernie Griffin rented properties to the Farrells and the tenants failed to make certain

payments. At the end of the tenancy it was difficult to get the Farrells to leave.

Dan Griffin saw Ian Bailey on the street in Schull on the 21st December, the day the victim

was also seen in Schull.

Liam O'Driscoll saw Ian Bailey dragging a fir tree along the ground near the Bailey/Thomas

home on 22 December 1996.

Len Lipitch, Schull appears on Murder at the Cottage.

John Petterson, Schull appears on Murder at the Cottage.

Denis O'Callaghan, Lowertown Creamery, sold bleach to Ian Bailey on Christmas Eve

1996.

Paul O'Colmain had an appointment with Ian Bailey 23 December 1996. Bailey was due to

deliver him one of the slaughtered Turkeys on this day. Ian Bailey mentioned a murder and

cited his return to journalism as the reason for cancelling.

Thomas Hodnett, a postman in West Cork who delivered post to Alfie Lyons and also

Sophie's house.

Pat Hegarty, handyman who had done odd jobs on Sophie's cottage.

Tom Quinn, a painter and decorator who decorated Sophie's kitchen but cannot remember

meeting her.

Florence Newman, a student who made a film on a camcorder of the Schull Christmas Day

swim of 1996 and interviewed Ian Bailey on camera.



Sophie's Family

Sophie Toscan du Plantier, née Bouniol
Daniel Toscan du Plantier
Pierre-Louis Baudey-Vignaud Sophie's only child. Born in 1981, he was 15 when she died.

Pierre-Jean Baudey, Sophie's first husband and father of Pierre-Louis. They separated

soon after the birth of their child and divorced in 1983.

Stéphane Bouniol, Sophie's youngest brother.

Marguerite Bouniol, Sophie's mother.

Georges Bouniol, Sophie's father.

Marie-Madeleine Opalka, née Gazeau, Sophie's aunt.

Police, Lawyers, Officials

Ger Prendeville Sergeant who was first on the crime scene, 23 December 1996.

William J. (Bill) Byrne was in car E63 with Prendeville near Ballydehob when they received

the call to go to Toormore. Byrne joined Prendeville at the scene. These were the only two

officers present for some time. They arrived 10:38.

Denis Harrington, Garda who attended the crime scene, stating it was clear Sophie had

tried to flee her assailant.

John Paul Culligan, Garda sent with Harrington to question Ian Bailey on 31 December

1996.

Dr Larry O'Connor A local GP who confirmed that the victim was deceased, and had been

so for an indeterminate number of hours.

Father Denis Cashman A local priest who performed the last rites. Garda Prendeville and

Byrne observed this and joined in with the prayers. They were the only three people present.

He remembers the day clearly and still finds it difficult to think about. He received a call from

journalist Eddie Cassidy after he returned from the scene.

Paddy Sheehan, TD, a member of the Dáil.

Professor John Harbison Ireland's only state pathologist at the time

Pat Byrne Garda Commissioner

Austin McNally Detective Chief Superintendent, tasked by Byrne with reviewing the case

file in January 2002

Noel Conroy Garda Commissioner

Ray McAndrew Assistant Commissioner tasked with a review of the Marie Farrell retraction,

14 October 2005



Eugene Gilligan Garda Technical Bureau, Dublin, a scenes of crime expert who was closely

involved with the case. He arrived in Schull from Dublin around 22:00 and proceeded to the

scene around 23:00.

James Donovan, Garda Technical Bureau, Dublin.

J. P. Twomey, Garda Superintendent at Bantry, said to be the source of various leaks to

Eddie Cassidy of the Examiner on the morning of 23 December 1996. This belief is

maintained by the DPP 2001 report. Cassidy's evasive statements around what time he

learned various facts could be explained by an attempt to protect the identity of Twomey, his

key source.

Dermot Dwyer, Garda Chief Superintendent, a veteran murder investigator with vast

experience. He appeared in several court cases and had a starring role in both the Sky and

Netflix documentaries.

Noel Smith, Garda Chief Superintendent. Led the TV appeals for the case and appears to

have led it during those early weeks.

Bart O'Leary, Detective Garda.

W. H. Leahy, Detective Garda, sole officer assigned to handling witness Bill Fuller.

Gerry McCarthy, Garda Sergeant.

Liam Hogan, Garda Detective Sergeant. Involved in the arrest of Ian Bailey in 1997, and

Bailey made allegations about his actions.

Jim Fitzgerald, a Garda of whom Marie Farrell made all kinds of allegations which were

thrown out by the jury in Ian Bailey's 2014-15 legal action.

Jim Slattery, Gard, also cleared of conspiracy in the same case.

Kevin Kelleher, Garda. Also cleared in the above case.

Pat Joy, Detective Garda, found Ian Bailey's black overcoat in the Studio House at the time

of his arrest or later the same day, 10th February 1997. This item was bagged and marked

PJ24. A blue sweatshirt was found and marked as PJ22. Pat Joy also received a number of

clothing items that day from Jules Thomas at the Prairie House. This testimony refutes

Dwyer's faulty recollection that the dark overcoat was never recovered. Dwyer believed it

had been burned in the bonfire. Jim Sheridan wonders aloud whether there was more than

one coat. This seems unbelievable. Ian Bailey wore the coat to the Christmas Day swim.

Even one coat has caused immense confusion.

Alpha, Beta, Delta, Gamma, etc. are code names for different officers recorded on the

notorious "Bandon Garda Tapes" in which the police recorded conversations unknowingly.

Some of the recordings captured the voices of detectives interviewing Jules Thomas during

her detention, 10 February 1997. [Michael Sheridan]

Eamon Barnes Irish DPP at the time of the murder.



James Hamilton Ireland's DPP after Barnes.

Claire Loftus, Ireland's DPP during the French investigation.

Malachy Boohig, State Solicitor, eventually involved in one of Ian Bailey's legal actions in

2014.

Frank Buttimer Solicitor for Ian Bailey

Con Murphy Solicitor for Ian Bailey

James (Jim) Duggan, Barrister for Ian Bailey in his libel trial and appeal.

Robert Sheehan is credited with writing most or all of the DPP analysis in 2001 and

subsequently published online around 2014.

Dominique Tricaud, Bailey's French lawyer.

Journalists and Broadcasters

Eddie Cassidy was the West Cork correspondent for the Irish Examiner (called simply The

Examiner at that time) and he has made various changing statements about what he knew

and when on 23 December 1996. It is not disputed that he was the one to inform Ian Bailey

of a death in Toormore because he phoned Bailey at 13:40 to request his help, knowing that

Bailey could be on the scene quicker than Cassidy, who was over in Cork itself. In a 2015

article he wrote for his paper, the Irish Examiner, Cassidy writes: "It had been suggested I

had advised Mr Bailey the body had been that of a French woman. I honestly can’t say now

if I said that or not but have long believed I did not." This might look innocuous, but every

recent TV documentary and book has confidently claimed Cassidy absolutely did not

mention the victim's nationality. It seems the only man who is not sure what he said on that

fateful phone call is Eddie Cassidy.

Richard Curran of the Sunday Tribune was expecting an article from Ian Bailey on 23

December 1996. This is the article Bailey claimed to write during the early hours of that

Monday. In a phone call on Monday morning, Curran allowed Ian another 24 hours to finish

the article. This phone call might put Ian Bailey at home around 10:00 - 10:30 on 23

December 1996. Nevertheless, Curran states that the article was dictated over the phone to

the paper on the Monday afternoon.

Tom McEneany, colleague of Curran at the Sunday Tribune.

Pat Brosnan of The Examiner

Tom McSweeney, RTÉ

Dick Cross, Irish Independent

Dick Hogan, Irish Times

Ann Cahill of Newsline, a Cork-based freelance news agency



Barry Roche, also of Newsline, would become one of the key journalists, following the story

for many years, especially after he had succeeded Dick Hogan at the Irish Times.

Maeve Sheehan, Sunday Independent

Michael McSweeney, press photographer working for Cork-based agency, Provision, was

said to have been offered crime scene photos by Ian Bailey in a phone call at around 11:00

on Monday 23 December 1996.

Helen Callanan, news editor of Sunday Tribune, who claims Bailey "confessed" to her in a

disputed phone call.

Paul Webster (now deceased) of The Guardian, claims Ian Bailey knew Sophie and even

saw her on the day she died.

Mike Brown, press photographer, Ireland. He met Ian Bailey 23rd December 1996. He

collected Bailey by car at the Prairie and Bailey led him to Sophie's house. Didn't notice any

marks or scars on Ian Bailey. The police interviewed him in early January and he got the

feeling then that the police had Bailey as a suspect.

Senan Molony of The Star was invited into the Bailey house shortly after Ian's arrest for a

print interview at which photographs were taken and there is film of them making tea.

Caroline Mangez recorded an interview with Ian Bailey around 14 February 1997. There

was a second recording made 5 months later. The DPP report suggests that Caroline

Mangez's statement to police contradicts the easy tone of these recordings.

Others

Agnes Thomas, often stated to be Sophie's closest friend in France. They spoke several

times by phone during the final weekend.

Bruno Carbonnet, an artist, had a relationship with Sophie that ended at Christmas 1993 in

acrimony. It has been claimed he previously threatened Sophie on the Paris subway and

was generally angry about the situation, but by November 1996 it was claimed they had

reconciled and Sophie had offered to lend him one of his pictures for an exhibition he was

taking part in.

Melita Nikolic married Daniel Toscan du Plantier on 27 June 1998

Patrick Gachon is a Paris-based magistrate in charge of the French investigation at various

times.

Natalie Dutartre was a colleague of Magistrate Gachon in Paris.

Maurice Sweeney, a Loughrea, Galway travel agent who claims to have been visited by a

distressed Frenchman around 14:30 on 23 December 1996. The man was looking for a

room for that night near Dublin Airport. He claimed to have left a west Cork B&B or hotel



without paying. Sweeney described the man as "medium height and medium build, with

sallow skin." He made this statement after seeing a TV appeal around 2 weeks after the

murder. No B&B in west Cork ever complained of an unpaid bill or a mysterious Frenchman

staying locally that weekend.

Paul Haennig, Solicitor for Daniel Toscan du Plantier.

Arianna Boarina was a friend of Ginny Thomas, daughter of Jules. Arianna was staying

with the Thomas family (and Ian Bailey) at The Prairie. She arrived 23 Dec 1996, the day of

the murder. Arianna attended the Christmas Day swim in 1996. Two years later she made a

statement to the police in which she said she had seen dark cloths soaking in the bathtub.

More recently, on Netflix, she changed her story considerably. She stated that she saw a

coat with buttons soaking in a bucket in the shower. This latter statement is clearly designed

to imply that the coat was the one Ian Bailey wore during the murder. Arianna's statement to

Netflix should be discounted as it differs from that given officially to the police. She repeated

her police story to Nick Foster quite recently, and only changed her story for Netflix. Arianna

is Italian but her English is excellent. There is no way she could confuse the bathtub with the

shower.

Ronan Collins was also staying in the Bailey/Thomas household on 23 December 1996 and

was a semi-regular guest. He is a former boyfriend of Jules's daughter, Saffron Thomas.

Dillon Fairbairn was another guest in the Bailey/Thomas household on 23 December 1996.
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